
HELP US TO HELP THE MONK SEAL

Î …a large and robust animal that can measure 3
meters and weigh 400 kilos.

Î …an animal that is found mainly around Desertas
Islands but also near Madeira.

Î …an animal that can sleep on the water, seeming
quite lifeless. However after some time, which can
last up to 12 minutes, it must move to breathe.

Î  …an animal that is dependent on land to rest,
using beaches, mainly inside of caves.

Î ... very playful and curious, which can lead them
to approach boats and divers. They look to interact
with their environments and can bite!

Î ... very curious when young, often getting close
to people without any fear. As an adult the
behaviour is much more varied. During the mating
season, the males are very curious about humans
and can initiate mating games with them. During
the breeding season, the females can become very
aggressive in the presence of humans to protect the
pups.

ÎDo not go in or avoid getting close to caves that might be used by monk seals.

ÎIf you meet a monk seal:
 - Maintain the distance and avoid sudden or large movements;
 - Do not disturb the seal;
 - Do not feed him;
 - If you are fishing, release the fish and move away calmly.

ÎContact the Parque Natural da Madeira Service to inform about your sighting.

Î A wild animal, which can have aggressive reactions if threatened.

ÎA big animal, larger and heavier than people.

In Madeira, there is no recorded episode of aggressive behaviour starting from monk seals directed
towards people. All the accidents that have happened were caused by lack of concern for the seals or
aggression towards them.

The Monk seal is…

How to help?

Do not forget that the monk seal is…

Mediterranean monk seal, Monachus monachus



MONK SEAL SIGHTING REGISTER

Date: ........./........./..........  Time: ..........................      Place: ...............................................................................

Observation period: .....................................……      ..........................................................................................

Number of animals: ..............................………...      ..........................................................................................

Length: ..............................……...............                  Morphological class  (mark the correct one)

Colour: .........................……....................

Evident scars or marks in the body:

.................................................................

.................................................................

..................................................................

Other aspects: ..............................…….......

...................................................................

...................................................................

Behaviour description: ….......................……...............................                  Reaction to the human presence:

........................................................................................................          £ Indifference

........................................................................................................          £ Curiosity

........................................................................................................          £ Aggressively

........................................................................................................          £ Other, which?

........................................................................................................                       ...............................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................

Is there photographic or video registers? £ yes   £ no

Name: ........................................................................................

Activity: ................................................. Age: ......................

Contact: ....................................................................................

Characterization of the animal

Behaviour characterization

Observer identification
INFORM US

Serviço do Parque Natural da Madeira
Caminho do Meio

9050 – 251 Funchal
Mobile 96 611 7623

Telephone. 291 238445/ 291 214 360
E-mail:rosapires.sra@gov-madeira.pt

Other observations

100 cm

YOUR COLLABORATION IS INDISPENSABLE
TO PROTECT THE MONK SEAL!

     

 


